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David Hickton and Paul McNulty
Co-Chairs, The Blue Ribbon Commission on Pennsylvania Election Security
Senator Folmer, Senator Williams, and members of the State Government Committee, we
commend you for having this hearing and your attention to the critical issue of election security.
We write as the co-chairs of the independent, non-partisan Blue Ribbon Commission on
Pennsylvania’s Election Security to submit written testimony. Additional information about the
Commission, its members, and its remit is appended. The Commission plans to release in early
2019 its final report assessing the cybersecurity of Pennsylvania’s election architecture. We hope
that it will provide useful information and recommendations to the General Assembly. In the
meantime, we also include a set of the Commission’s interim recommendations about voting
systems.
Today, we write with four main points:
(1) The majority of Pennsylvania’s voting systems must be urgently replaced.
(2) The General Assembly should assist counties in funding these replacements.
(3) The General Assembly should amend the election code to provide for statistically sound
risk-limiting audits.
(4) The General Assembly should continue proper oversight of the security of
Pennsylvania’s election architecture.
1. Pennsylvania Counties Must Replace Vulnerable Voting Machines
The bulk of Pennsylvania’s voting machines are vulnerable to hacking and manipulation, and
this has long been demonstrated by computer scientists.1 While there is not evidence to support
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the conclusion that 2016 election results were compromised, the risk remains and it is imperative
that steps be taken to eliminate this vulnerability.
Pennsylvania is one of the states most vulnerable to both election manipulation and election-day
disruptions because most of its counties rely on insecure electronic voting machines that are
susceptible to manipulation and offer no paper record—and therefore no way of verifying the
tabulation of votes where the veracity of election results is questioned. Nor can these machines
support meaningful recounts.
Computer scientists and cybersecurity experts, as well as most election administration officials,
agree that the most insecure voting machines are “DRE’s without VVPAT” (Direct Recording
Electronic systems without a Voter-Verifiable Paper Audit Trail) machines. There is a
remarkable consensus of experts around the insecurity of these machines.2 Unfortunately,
however, 83 percent of Commonwealth voters use these particularly vulnerable computerized
voting systems.3
Exacerbating the security vulnerabilities of DRE machines without voter-verifiable paper audit
trails is the inability to conduct a meaningful post-election audit of the results. In other words, if
the records are corrupted (intentionally by malicious attack or from benign malfunction), there is
no way to know. The US Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen testified
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before the US Senate Select Intelligence Committee that the inability to audit election results in
states such as Pennsylvania poses a threat to national security.4
Without a method to conduct meaningful audits of election results,5 an attack would not have to
change the outcome of the vote to impact the public’s faith in the reported outcome of the vote.
If a county cannot credibly prove that the outcome of its vote is accurate, the assertion of a
successful hack could have the potential to be just as damaging as the reality of a successful
hack. Election officials would lack the means to demonstrate to the public that the vote was not
compromised.
As Rice University computer scientist and election security expert Dan Wallach suggested in
Congressional testimony:
Combine the patience and resourcefulness of a nation-state adversary with the
unacceptably poor state of security engineering in our voting systems, and
especially if we consider the possibility of insider threats, then yes, it’s entirely
reasonable to consider attacks against our voting systems to be within the feasible
scope of our adversaries’ capabilities. The best mitigations we have for systems
that we use today are only feasible where we have paper ballots.6
Here in Pennsylvania, the Advisory Committee on Voting Technology to the Joint State
Government Commission found that, “the national conversation surrounding elections,
especially regarding the possibility of voting machine hacking, has made it clear to the Advisory
Committee members that implementing technology that reduces the possibility of hacking, and
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that facilitates post-election audits and recounts, is the best means of maintaining voter
confidence.”7
Best practice for electronic voting systems is now widely considered paper ballots either filled
out by the voter or marked using a ballot-marking device and then tabulated by optical scanners.8
Optical scan systems provide us the assurance of auditability, and, if necessary, a recount.9
Pennsylvania therefore took a significant step forward in improving its election security when
Acting Secretary of State Robert Torres directed on April 12, 2018, that all Pennsylvania
counties have “voter-verifiable paper record voting systems selected no later than December 31,
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2019, and preferably in place by the November 2019 general election.”10 Per an earlier directive,
any elections systems purchased February 9, 2018 onward must include a paper audit capacity.11
2. The General Assembly should assist counties in funding these replacements.
The cost of procuring new voting machine systems is not trivial. In April, the Wolf
Administration estimated that outright purchasing of new voting machines to replace paperless
DREs could cost between $95 - $153 million statewide.12 The County Commissioner’s
Association estimates the cost at $125 million.13 This is a cost of $9.76 per Pennsylvania citizen.
The cost of doing nothing, however, is potentially far higher. Faith in our election results, once
lost, will be difficult to regain.
The new funding the US Congress approved in March 2018 included $13.5 million for
Pennsylvania.14 The Commonwealth’s required matching funds bring this to $14.2 million, all of
which the Commonwealth is providing to counties for the purchase of new voting systems.
While we hope (and strongly urge) that additional federal funding will be forthcoming, this is not
something that the State or its counties should rely on. Without assistance from the General
Assembly, counties will be bearing the cost of replacing voting systems.
When we consider the cost of replacing existing systems, it is important to note that most of the
electronic voting systems in use in Pennsylvania are nearing or have passed the end of their
usable lives. In other words, counties would need to replace these systems within the next few
years regardless of the administration’s directive.
We therefore respectfully urge the General Assembly to consider substantial cost-sharing with
the counties. This could include exploring the possibility of bonds as a financing mode for the
purchase of new voting equipment.
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Election reforms that address the way in which Pennsylvania conducts elections could also help
identify inefficiencies in election budgets. The Advisory Committee on Voting Technology to
the Joint State Government Commission provides recommendations,15 as does the County
Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania.
We note that this should not be considered a one-time cost for replacement. A 10-15 year cycle
of replacement of voting systems will likely be the new normal. The General Assembly and the
Governor’s office should therefore work together to create a new permanent election security
fund, which accrues money annually and can be used as needed, whether for equipment,
trainings, security assessments, or otherwise.
3. The General Assembly should amend the election code to provide for statistically
sound risk-limiting audits.
It is not enough to protect against compromised voting machines. All machines can suffer from
exploitable vulnerabilities. Therefore, election security experts recommend implementing risklimiting audits to determine whether reports from voting machines and tabulation systems
included any errors. Election security experts nearly universally agree that paper ballots via
optical scan systems paired with risk-limiting audits are the gold standard in election security.16
These risk-limiting audits, in which officials check a random sample of paper ballots against
digital tallies to ensure the results were tabulated correctly, allow officials to detect software
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failures and attacks, including those that might have been initiated within the supply chain.17 The
sample size is chosen to provide strong statistical evidence that the reported outcome of an
election is correct—and a high probability of identifying and correcting an incorrect outcome.
Pennsylvania law currently requires a recount of a random sample of the lesser of 2 percent of
votes cast in a county, or 2,000 ballots.18 Given that most Pennsylvania counties currently use
DRE voting systems without voter-verifiable paper audit trails, performing this kind of audit is
impossible. No true audit can be made as this audits only the machines’ ability to add, not its
ability to correctly interpret and preserve voter’s intent. A recount of a paperless voting machine
cannot catch corrupted records, whether corrupted by malicious intent or benign error.
Put simply, because there are no actual individually-marked ballots to audit, election officials
cannot meet the election code’s requirement of a recount with paperless DRE machines.
Instead of a fixed-percentage audit, in combination with moving to paper-record voting systems,
Pennsylvania should institute risk-limiting audits for every election. As University of
Pennsylvania computer scientist Matt Blaze describes it, “[t]he effect of risk-limiting audits is
not to eliminate software vulnerabilities, but to ensure that the integrity of the election outcome
does not depend on the herculean task of securing every software component in the system.”19
Risk-limiting audits are designed to provide strong evidence that tabulation errors have not
altered the outcomes in particular contests. The risk limit specifies the minimum chance of
finding and correcting an incorrect a tabulation outcome if a full hand count of the paper record
would change that outcome. A risk-limiting audit continues until strong evidence exists that the
tabulation outcome is correct – or, if necessary, a full hand count is conducted to determine the
correct outcome. Unlike fixed-percentage audits, risk-limiting audits generally require hand
counts of fewer ballots for contests with large margins than contests with small margins.20 Thus,
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risk-limiting audits are considered more efficient than traditional post-election audits, which tend
to require that a set number of ballots be audited regardless of the margin of victory in a given
race.
Risk-limiting audits detect mistakes in election outcomes more consistently than traditional
audits. Risk-limiting audits also can be less expensive because they often need to sample fewer
ballots.
Colorado recently instituted the requirement that all elections be subject to a risk-limiting audit,21
becoming the first state to carry out mandatory post-election audits in 2017.22 The open-source
audit software used in Colorado is available for free and can be customized for other states.23
Rhode Island also passed a bill requiring risk-limiting post-election audits for future elections.24
Both states provide good examples that could be used, with some adaptations, for Pennsylvania’s
particular election requirements.
Risk-limiting audits, if implemented transparently and conducted for every election, would be a
critical part of building confidence in Pennsylvania’s elections, even in the face of threats of
attacks or disinformation campaigns.
We therefore urge the Department of State to pilot risk-limiting audits in partnership with those
counties that already use optical scan voting systems. Following pilots, we recommend that the
General Assembly mandate risk-limiting audits for every election in Pennsylvania.
4. The General Assembly should continue proper oversight of the security of
Pennsylvania’s election architecture.
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We were pleased to see the introduction of Senate Bill 1249, which provides for a Pennsylvania
Election Law Advisory Board. We hope that this will provide an opportunity to study updating
the Election Code for improving election administration, including cost savings measures, as
well as for introducing risk-limiting audits.
We appreciate the thoughtful representation on the board and would also encourage the inclusion
of cybersecurity experts in the members representing each congressional district to be appointed
by the Governor.
While we would urge the appointment of this Committee, its existence and work should not offer
an opportunity for delay in replacing insecure and outdated voting systems here in Pennsylvania.
________________________

In conclusion, we commend you for holding this hearing and for bringing attention to the critical
issue of Pennsylvania’s election security. We hope that The Blue Ribbon Commission on
Pennsylvania’s Election Security can be of assistance to the General Assembly on these issues.

The Blue Ribbon Commission on Pennsylvania’s Election Security
–

Interim Recommendations on Voting Systems –

There is no publicly available evidence of successful hacking of the 2016 US elections, in
Pennsylvania or elsewhere. However, there is also no question that Pennsylvania’s elections, like
other states, are under threat.
This is not a partisan issue. All Pennsylvanians should be concerned about the current status quo
with respect to the cybersecurity of our elections. By multiple assessments, Pennsylvania is one
of the states most vulnerable to election manipulation or election-day technical problems, in
large part because of its reliance on older electronic voting systems. An estimated 83 percent of
Pennsylvanians vote on machines that offer no auditable paper record. The lack of an auditable
record could prevent Pennsylvania’s counties from detecting a successful hacking or even benign
error, and prevents counties from recovering in such an event. As the US Secretary of the
Department of Homeland Security Kierstjen Nielsen has testified, not having a verifiable way to
audit election results is a “national security concern.”
Manipulating voting machines is one feasible method of an attack on our elections—and one that
should be guarded against. Pennsylvania therefore took a significant step forward in improving
its election security when Acting Secretary of State Robert Torres directed on April 12, 2018,
that all Pennsylvania counties have “voter-verifiable paper record voting systems selected no
later than December 31, 2019, and preferably in place by the November 2019 general election.”
Per an earlier directive, any elections systems purchased February 9, 2018 onward must include a
paper audit capacity.
These actions and others by Governor Wolf’s Administration bode well for the future of
Pennsylvania’s election security. It deserves credit for thoughtful and thorough ongoing attention
to the issue.
Local election officials also deserve thanks from all of us living in the Commonwealth for their
commitment to the extraordinary effort that is administering our elections—and now the
tremendous responsibility of securing them from nation-state adversaries.
However, additional actions from the Governor and Secretary of State, the General Assembly,
and counties will be needed to ensure the security of Pennsylvania’s vote—and citizens’ faith
therein.
With this in mind, the Blue Ribbon Commission on Pennsylvania’s Election Security has
undertaken a study of Pennsylvania’s preparedness. Our full report and recommendations will be
issued in early 2019. However, given the urgency of the threat and that many counties are
appropriately undertaking decisions with respect to replacing outdated voting systems, the
Commission has decided to issue interim recommendations with respect to new voting systems.

We note with caution that while voting systems often receive the most attention from media
reports, efforts are also needed to secure Pennsylvania’s election security throughout the broader
election architecture. This includes the security of election management systems; the voter
registration system; and response and recovery in the event of a cyber incident, including
disinformation campaigns. Our 2019 report will include full attention to these issues, in addition
to a more fulsome discussion of voting systems and improving Pennsylvania’s election audits.
Recommendations:
(1) Counties Should Replace Vulnerable Voting Machines.


Those counties using DREs without voter-verifiable paper audit trails should replace
them with systems using voter-marked paper ballots (either by hand or by machine)
before 2020 and preferably for the November 2019 election, as directed by the
Pennsylvania Department of State.

(2) The Pennsylvania General Assembly and the Federal Government Should Help
Counties Purchase Secure Voting Systems.


Pennsylvanians, including public officials, must recognize that election security
infrastructure requires regular investments and upgrades. Our elections—and
Pennsylvanian’s faith in them—are not free.



The General Assembly should appropriate funding to help cover the cost of counties’
purchasing voting systems with voter-marked paper ballots (either by hand or by
machine) and other needed improvements to Pennsylvania’s election security. It should
also consider creating a fund for regular future appropriations as upgrades in security and
accessibility technologies merit.



The US Congress should provide additional appropriations for those states, like
Pennsylvania, which need to replace significant numbers of DREs without voterverifiable paper audit trails.

(3) Follow Vendor Selection and Management Best Practices To Minimize Supply
Chain Vulnerabilities.


As election officials work with vendors on a range of items affecting the election
architecture, including ballot preparation, logic and accuracy testing, and equipment
procurement, it is imperative to safeguard against supply chain vulnerabilities and to
assess vendors for potential security risks. This includes using a vendor’s cybersecurity
readiness as a primary metric in procurement decision-making and conducting ongoing
cybersecurity monitoring throughout the life cycle of the vendor relationship.

Pennsylvania’s elections are at risk. And one of the biggest risks is one that we can control—
properly funding our election security, including by procuring voting machines that use votermarked paper ballots.
We recognize that the General Assembly and counties have many funding priorities. The County
Commission Association of Pennsylvania estimates the cost for replacing voting machines to be
$125 million statewide. The majority of Pennsylvania’s current voting machines leave the
integrity of our Commonwealth’s vote at risk. This is unacceptable. Compared to the magnitude
of this risk, $125 million is a relative bargain.
Pennsylvania, like any other state, cannot entirely eliminate the risk of cyberattack or other errors
on its computerized voting systems. However, it can work to both reduce the potential for attack
and mitigate its impact in the instance of an attack. The faith in the integrity of our elections is at
stake. Once shaken, it will be difficult to restore.
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